Abstract: Multi-exposure fusion(MEF) are techniques to obtain the high dynamic range. One of MEF methods, guided filtering-based fusion(GFF) has good performance for preserving details of original images. However, GFF method considers only details, which causes a problem of missing color information. To solve this problem, we proposed a saliency map-based approach for considering both detail and color information. The experimental results show that the proposed method can provide better color quality than the existing methods.
Introduction
The human visual system has no difficulty in perceiving dynamic scene information even if their exit dark and bright areas of the same scene, but digital device has limitation to capture the whole scene. For example, a digital image is often insufficient to provide all information in a scene due to dark areas (by underexposure) or bright areas (by over-exposure). The reason why this happen that the dynamic range of digital device is narrower than that of the human visual system. High dynamic range (HDR) techniques have been studied to overcome the gap of dynamic range between human visual system and digital device [1] . Unfortunately, despite many studies, there have been some problems such as halo artifact, color distortion, saturation, etc.
The purpose of HDR techniques is to make digital images look like those perceived by human eyes. Moreover, HDR image can provide more information about the general digital image, and can be used pre-processing algorithm for, such as a detection, recognition to increase performance [2] .
HDR techniques can be categorized into two methods, high dynamic range imaging(HDRI) and Multi-exposure fusion(MEF). HDRI is an algorithm for obtaining HDR image by combining multi-exposure image. HDR image is cannot be expressed in general digital display because it has 32-bit floating point numbers to represent each of the channels. Therefore, it is common to use tone mapping method for converting HDR image into a Low dynamic range (LDR) image [3] . MEF is also using multi-exposure images. However, compared HDRI, the implementation process is relatively simple, as it does not generate HDR image and immediately fuse the multi-exposure image into HDR-like, LDR image [3] . For these advantage, we applied MEF method.
We start with a discussion of related work in Section 2. And, one of previous study, Guided Filtering based Fusion(GFF) method [4] is presented in Section 3. After that, we present our approach for colorful MEF method in Section 4. The experimental results is presented in Section 5. Finally, we draw our conclusions in Section 6.
Related work
Kóczy proposed Gradient based Fusion(GF) method [2] . GF method measure details with gradient each color channel and construct non-overlap block based weighting map. However, because of differently weight value for each color, it is possible to distort the colors of the original colors. Mertens proposed Laplacian Pyramid based fusion(LPF) method [3] . LPF method constructs Laplacian pyramid and Gaussian pyramid considering contrast, color saturation, well-exposedness. This method has the advantage of reducing the halo effect of multi-resolution method, but some detail is not preserved. Shen proposed Generalized Random Walks based Fusion(GRWF) method [1] . GRWF method constructs weighting map considering the local contrast and color consistency and optimize it using the generalized random walk model. Although this method is relatively fast, it tends to miss local details. Shutao Li proposed Recursive Filter based Fusion(RFF) method [5] . RFF method measure detail with Laplacian and blend using a recursive filter. Pixel based weighting maps have the advantage of preserving details, but there are disadvantages to noise. Shutao Li proposed Guided Filtering based Fusion(GFF) method [4] . GFF method measure details with Laplacian and blend using guided filter [6] . In the blending process, input images are decomposed by high frequency layer and low frequency layer. And each of the layers is blended according to frequency characteristics.
The important point of MEF method is that details must be exactly measured from original images, and the details should not be missed during the blending. Focusing on these points, we adopted GFF method.
The flowchart of the proposed method is presented in Figure. 1. The saliency maps are calculated from multi-exposure image, and weighting maps are constructed with it. To blend for according to frequency characteristics, multi-exposure image are decomposed, and each of the layers is weighted sum using referred weighting maps. GFF method calculated pixel based saliency maps, and used edge preserving filter to preserve detail from original images. But, it has problem that color information is not preserved. To solve this problem, we employed simple color measure for saliency maps. 
GFF method

A. Saliency map and Weighting map
Laplacian filtering is applied to each multi-exposure image to obtain the details
where S n is saliency maps, n is n-th multi-exposure image, I n is a grayscale image of multi-exposure image, L is Laplacian filter, |·| is absolute operator, * is convolution operator, g is Gaussian filter. Gaussian filter is applied to result of laplacian filtering for reducing noise. Next, the saliency maps are compared to determine the weighting maps as follows. 
where P n is weighting mapsand n is n-th multi-exposure image. In weighting map is determined by saliency maps. If highest saliency, 1, otherwise, 0.
B. Two scale decomposition and fusion
The multi-exposure image are decomposed into two-scale layer by average filtering. Low frequency layers(base layers) are obtained from average filtering to each multi-exposure image. And high frequency layers(detail layers) are obtained by difference of multi-exposure image and base layers.
Meanwhile, weighting maps are also decomposed into twoscale weighting map by guided filtering. The weighting maps for detail layers and the weighting maps for base layers is obtained as follows.
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where Wh n is weighting maps for detail layer, Gh is guided filter that has the characteristics of high frequency. Wl n is weighting maps for the base layer, Gl is guided filter that has the characteristics of low frequency. And then fused image is obtained by a weighted sum of each of the layers and refinement weighting maps.
Proposed method
A. Refinement of saliency map
In GFF method, the saliency is calculated by only Laplacian. And this method cause problem of missing color information. To solve this problem, we consider not only detail saliency but also color saliency. The detail saliency is obtained by Laplacian filter and the color saliency is obtained by simple color measure that distance of each of colors and color mean value. The proposed saliency maps are obtained as follows:
where D n is detail saliency maps, γ1 is gamma weighting for detail saliency. 
where C n is color saliency maps, R n , G n , B n is red, green, blue channel of multi-exposure image, respectively, μ is mean value of colors, γ2 is gamma weighting for color saliency.
where S n is final saliency maps. Final saliency maps are obtained by product of Eq. (5) and Eq. (6). In Eq. (5) or Eq. (6), The role of gamma weighting means that if saliency is high, it is to be higher relative, if saliency is low, it is to be lower relative. In this way, we can certainly distinguish between high saliency and low saliency. In Eq. (7), each of saliency maps must be normalized
Experiment
A. Image Quality Assessment
To evaluate the performance of our algorithm, we adopt Color Image Quality Index(CIQI) [7] . CIQI is no reference color image quality measure. More specifically, it is a measure of how well color information is expressed. If CIQI value is higher, corresponding image has good quality. CIQI is calculated as follows. 
where R, G, B is red, green, blue channel of image, respectively, σ is standard deviation, μ is mean value.
B. Experimental result
Our algorithm was implemented in MATLAB and were executed on the same computer with Windows 10, Intel i-5 CPU 3.30GHz, 8-GB RAM. Multi-exposure image dataset listed in Table 1 . This image dataset is frequently used to other studies [1~5]. Table 2 . shown a performance comparison of the proposed method with a previous MEF method using CIQI quality assessment. The proposed method has higher quality value than previous method. The comparison result between GFF method and the proposed method on the "Laurenziana" image in Fig. 2 . Sky and land color is not persevered in the result of the GFF method image. GFF method used only detail measure. But our method is considered color information, so the sky and land is more vivid appearance. But our result still has hallo artifact.
The comparison result between GFF method and the proposed method on the "Belguim" image in Fig. 3 . Wall color is not persevered in the result of the GFF method image. But our algorithm result is the more vivid appearance.
Conclusion
In GFF method, the saliency is calculated by only Laplacian. And this caused the problem of missing color information. To solve this problem, we considered not only detail saliency but also color saliency. So, we can be achieved colorful fused image. Also, we proved that our algorithm is a good performance by measuring image quality index. However, our result still has halo artifact. In future work, we will explore to reduce the effects of the halo effect. 2016K000202, No. NRF-2014R1A2A1A11049986) and BK21 plus. 
